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Starting Points in Analysis and Composition 12 
 

Harmonising in the Chorale Style 
 

In this section we are going to learn the basics of cadences by writing very simple 

homophonic textures (all parts moving together in chords). The style of the music 

we are writing is loosely based on the harmonisations of hymn tunes composed by 

J.S. Bach in the late Baroque. These harmonised melodies are called chorales. The 

conventions that Bach follows in terms of the harmony and voice-leading (how the 

individual parts are written and how they work together) are the same principles 

underpin most music in the Western Classical Style. 

Chorales are generally written in four parts which are named as in the example 

below: 

                                      

Soprano 

Alto 

Tenor 

Bass 

 

   C:  V            I 

(Note the passing note in the tenor part – it makes V into V7 and is fairly common.) 

Key terms 

Voice-leading   In different styles of music through history , composers tend to stick to 

conventions   various conventions as to 1) how each voice leads from note to note and  

   2) how the voices interact with each other 

 

Basic voice-leading conventions for writing in a chorale style 

Doubling  Each chord should contain all the notes of the triad. Root position chords 

   should double the root / first inversion should double the root or third / second 

   inversion chords should double the fifth 

Spacing  No more than an octave from Soprano to Alto and Alto to Tenor. No more 

   than an octave and a fifth between Soprano and Tenor 

Leaps The inner parts (Alto/Tenor) should never leap more than a fourth and 

the line should be mostly stepwise. 

Leading notes An individual voice should not go from the leading note of the scale (7) to the 

third.  

Parallels No two voices should move from a fifth to another fifth consecutively. The 

same applied to octaves. 

 

 

 

  

 


